Cardiac anxiety in patients self-referred for electron beam tomography.
Studies have repeatedly shown that as many as 43% of patients undergoing coronary angiograms have no evidence of coronary heart disease (CHD). Fear of cardiac-related sensations has been posited as one explanation for complaints of chest pain in patients without CHD. The purpose of this study is to examine variables associated with cardiac anxiety in a sample of individuals self-referred for noninvasive coronary calcium screening. Nearly one quarter of the subjects screened experienced chest pain in the absence of coronary artery calcium (CAC). Individuals without evidence of CAC were more likely to report higher levels of heart-focused attention, even when subjects with any risk factors for CHD were excluded from the analyses. Men were more likely to have evidence of coronary calcium, although a greater proportion of women reported chest pain. Women generally endorsed higher levels of cardioprotective behavior, heart-focused attention, and fear of heart-related sensations. Findings are discussed in relation to treatment of cardiac anxiety and the prevention of unnecessary medical procedures.